
 

 

 
WSSD ELA Learning Unit Template 

 

Title of Unit Module 2: Craft and Structure: How an Author Develops 
Ideas, Concepts, Character, and Experiences, Part 1 

Grade Level 1 

Curriculum Area ELA Time Frame 5 cycles (30 days) 

Developed By Diane Nell 

Desired Results  

Module Objectives- 

 
At the end of this module, students will be able to independently use their learning to: 

 Use text features and search tools to locate key facts or information in informational text 

 Explain the major differences between literature and informational text 

 Write informational pieces about a topic with at least two ideas and a sense of closure 

 Write narrative pieces that describe experiences with feelings and variety in word choice 
 
 
 

Reading 

In this module, students learn how authors craft different types of texts for different purposes.  They explain those differences and use the features or elements of different texts to 
demonstrate and clarify understanding.   

Writing 

Students identify an informational topic and write pieces that include two or more facts and a sense of closure.  They use narrative writing to describe an experience with thoughts and feelings 
and a variety of words.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Key Learnings: 



 

 

Content Standards for Balanced Literacy 

Reading Writing Speaking & Listening Foundational Skills 

Focus Standards: 
Key Facts 
CC.1.2.1.E -  
Use various text features and 
search tools to locate key facts or 
information in a text. 
 
Fiction/Non-fiction 
CC.1.3.1.E -  
Explain major differences between 
books that tell stories and books 
that give information, drawing on a 
wide reading or range of text 
types. 
 
 
Important Standards: 
CC.1.3.1.D –  
Narrator ID 
Identify who is telling the story at 
various points in a text. 
 
Description: Emotion/Feelings 
CC.1.3.1.F -  
Identify words and phrases in 
stories or poems that suggest 
feelings or appeal to the senses. 

Focus Standards: 
Organization 
CC.1.4.1.D -  
Group information and provide some sense 
of closure. 
 
Conventions of English 
CC.1.4.1.F -  
Demonstrate a grade appropriate 
command of the conventions of standard 
English grammar and spelling. 
• Capitalize dates and names of people. 
• Use end punctuation; use commas in 

dates and words in series. 
• Spell words drawing on common 

spelling patterns, phonemic 
awareness and spelling 
conventions 

CC.1.4.1.R -  
Demonstrate a grade appropriate 
command of the conventions of standard 
English grammar and spelling. 
• Capitalize dates and names of people. 
• Use end punctuation; use commas in 

dates and words in series. 
Spell words drawing on common spelling 
patterns, phonemic awareness and spelling 
conventions. 

 
Description/Emotion 
CC.1.4.1.O – 
 Include thoughts and feelings to describe 
experiences and events 
CC.1.4.1.P -  
Recount two or more appropriately 
sequenced events using temporal words to 
signal event order and provide some sense 
of closure. 
 

Focus Standards: 
None 
 
Important Standards: 
Collaborative Conversation 
CC.1.5.1.A -  
Participate in collaborative 
conversations with peers and adults in 
small and larger groups. 
 
Ask/Answer Questions 
CC.1.5.1.B -  
Confirm understanding of a text read 
aloud or information presented orally 
or through other media by asking and 
answering questions about key details 
and requesting clarification if 
something is not understood. 
 
CC.1.5.1.C -  
Ask and answer questions about what 
a speaker says in order to gather 
additional information or clarify 
something that is not understood. 
 
Sentence Writing 
CC.1.5.1.E –  
Produce complete sentences when 
appropriate to task and situation. 
 
Conventions of English 
CC.1.5.1.G -  
Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English when 
speaking based on grade 1 level and 
content. 

 
 

Important Standards: 
Sentence Structure 
CC.1.1.1.B -  
Demonstrate understanding of the 
organization and basic features of print. 
• Recognize the distinguishing features 

of a sentence. 
 
 

http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#159847
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#159929
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#159928
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#159930
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160032
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160033
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160046
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160043
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160044
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160163
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160164
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160165
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160168
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160169
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#159795


 

 

 

 
 

Word Choice 
CC.1.4.1.Q -  
Use a variety of words and phrases. 
 
Important Standards: 
Informative Text 
CC.1.4.1.A -  
Write informative/ explanatory texts to 
examine a topic and convey ideas and 
information. 
 
Narrative Text 
CC.1.4.1.M -  
Write narratives to develop real or 
imagined experiences or events. 
 
Main Idea 
CC.1.4.1.N -  
Establish “who” and “what” the narrative 
will be about. 
 
Revision 
CC.1.4.1.T -  
With guidance and support from adults and 
peers, focus on a topic, respond to 
questions and suggestions from peers, and 
add details to strengthen writing as 
needed. 
 
Writing Stamina/Flexibility 
CC.1.4.1.X –  
Write routinely over extended time frames 
(time for research, reflection, and revision) 
and shorter time frames (a single sitting or 
a day or two) for a range of discipline-
specific tasks, purposes and audiences. 

 

 

*Indicate eligible content standards by highlighting 
 

http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160045
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160029
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160041
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160042
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160048
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160052


 

 

Essential Questions Vocabulary 

Enduring Understandings (Big Ideas)  

 
Reading Unit Essential Question 

How do I use text features and search tools in fiction and nonfiction texts? 
 
Reading LEQs 
Key Facts 

1. How do I use text features and search tools to locate key facts or information in a text? 
 
Fiction/Non-fiction 

1. How can I explain the differences between books that tell stories and books that give information? 
 

Writing Unit Essential Question 

How do I organize my writing ? 
 
Writing LEQs 
Paragraph Writing 

1. How do I group information and provide a sense of closure when I write? 
 

2. How do I include thoughts and feelings when I write? 
 

3. How do I write about a sequence of events using transition words and a sense of closure? 
 

4. How do I demonstrate an appropriate command of the conventions of standard English? 
 

5. How do I use a variety of words and sentences when I write? 
 

Speaking and Writing Unit Essential Question 

Speaking and Writing LEQs 
None 
 
 

 
Literary, informational, fiction, nonfiction, table of contents, headings, captions, 
bold print, personal narrative, temporal words, text features, search tools, key facts 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transition words, closure, sequence, variety 
 

Concepts 
Students will know… 

Skills/Competencies (I Can…) 
Students will be able to… 



 

 

Writing Conventions 
 
 
Text Structure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Content for Writing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Organization for Writing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Text Structure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I can demonstrate a grade appropriate command of the conventions of standard 
English grammar, usage, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling 
 
I can explain major differences between books that tell story and books that give 
information, drawing on wide reading or range of text types. 
 
I can use various text features and search tools to locate key facts or information in 
a text. 
 
Informational:  
I can choose words and phrases for effect.  
Opinion:  
I can use a variety of words and phrases.  
Narrative:  
I can use a variety of words and phrases.  
 
Informational:  
I can develop the topic with two or more facts.  
Opinion:  
I can support the opinion with reasons related to the opinion.  
Narrative:  
I can include thoughts and feelings to describe experiences and events.  
 
 
Informational:  
I can group information and provide some sense of closure.  
Opinion:  
I can create an organizational structure that includes reasons and provides some 
sense of closure.  
 
Narrative:  
I can recount two or more appropriately sequenced events using temporal words to 
signal event order and provide some sense of closure.  
 
 

Assessment Evidence 

Formative Assessment  

 
The strategies below can be utilized as formative assessments as part of daily instruction. Some of the concepts below include activities that are represented in a gradual release of responsibility 
model.  
Anchor Chart 
An anchor chart is intended to serve as a reference for applying a strategy during independant study.  It outlines or describes procedures, and strategies related to a particular theme or topic and is 
posted in the classroom for reference by students.  The charts are created with students.  The teacher acts as the scribe while students brainstorm and provide ideas for the teacher to write on the 
chart.  The chart is placed on the wall for students to make additions and modifications as learning progresses.   
http://www.engageny.org/sites/default/files/resource/attachments/anchor_charts.pdf 

http://www.engageny.org/sites/default/files/resource/attachments/anchor_charts.pdf


 

 

Text Features (CC.1.2.1.E) 

 Teacher creates an anchor chart with students that identifies basic features of informational text.  (e.g., table of contents, headings, captions, bold print) 

 Students listen to an informational text read aloud and will locate basic features of informational text. Sample questions to assess understanding might be: 
1. How does the table of contents help me become a better reader? 
2. Why do I need to look at the headings? 
3. Why do authors put captions in informational texts? 

 Students read on leveled informational text and locate and read basic features of informational text.   
Literary vs Informational Text (CC.1.3.1.E) 

 Teacher creates an anchor chart with students that identifies the major differences between books that tell stories and books that give information. 

 Students categorize a collection of books into literary and informational texts.  Sample questions to assess understanding of literary vs informational text might be: 
1. How did the illustrations help you make your decision? 
2. What do you think the author’s purpose was for writing this book? 

Organization and Closure (CC.1.4.1.D) 

 After listening to an informational read aloud about a topic, students will engage in shared or interactive writing in which they identify the topic, write at least two facts learned about 
that topic, and provide some sense of closure. 

Use Variety Words and Phrases (CC. 1.4.1.P, CC. 1.4.1.Q) 

 Teacher demonstrates a procedural activity (e.g., morning routine, carving a jack-o-lantern). 

 Create a list of temporal words (i.e., first, next, then, after, finally, last) 

 Teacher and students participate in shared writing activity that incorporates temporal words. 

 Students write a piece using temporal words (e.g., how to get ready for school). 
Personal Narrative (CC.1.4.1.O, CC.1.4.1.P, CC.1.4.1.Q) 

 Teacher models examples of personal narratives and students help determine the components of personal narrative writing. All personal narratives: 
1. Tell a story. 
2. Have the author as the main character. 
3. Are about the author’s life. 
4. Have a beginning, middle, and end. 
5. May include temporal words. 
6. Tell how the author felt. 

 Teacher guides a shared or interactive writing about a school experience.  (e.g., field trip, fire drill, assembly) 
Sample mentor text: Pictures from our Vacation by Lynne Rae Perkins 
 
 
 
 
 

Summative Assessment 

 
Informational Texts/Literary Texts (CC.1.2.1.E, CC.1.3.1.E) 
The teacher reads aloud a text such as Stellaluna by Janell Cannon.  Students determine and write if the text is fiction or nonfiction using the sentence frame: 
_________________ is ______________ because ________________. 
(e.g.,  Stellaluna is fiction because Stellaluna is a make believe character.) 
The teacher reads aloud a text such as Bats by Gail Gibbons.  Students determine and write if the text is fiction or nonfiction using the sentence frame: 
_________________ is ______________ because ________________. 
(e.g.,  Bats is nonfiction because it gives facts about bats.) 



 

 

Informational Writing (CC.1.4.1.D, CC.1.4.1.F, CC.1.4.1.Q) 
After listening to an informational text or multiple texts on a topic of study (e.g., pumpkins, bats, Pilgrims, seasons), students write an informational piece in which they focus on a topic, provide 
two or more facts, demonstrate basic organization, and provide a sense of closure. 
Below is a link to a suggested informational writing rubric.  This rubric incorporates the key elements for writing at a first grade level.  Based on a 1 to 4 scoring system, with 4 representing an 
advanced writer.   
http://websites.pdesas.org/sblythmb/2013/10/20/526813/file.aspx 
Narrative Writing (CC.1.4.1.O, CC.1.4.1.P, CC.1.4.1.Q, CC.1.4.1.R) 
After listening to literature, such as Fancy Nancy, Bonjour Butterfly by Jane O'Connor, depicting an experience with families or friends, the students write a description of a personal experience or 
event using thoughts and feelings to describe the experience.  Students provide two or more events, use temporal words, demonstrate some organization, and provide a sense of closure.  
Below is a link to a suggested narrative writing rubric.  This rubric incorporates the key elements for writing at a first grade level.  Based on a 1 to 4 scoring system, with 4 representing an advanced 
writer.   
http://websites.pdesas.org/sblythmb/2013/10/20/526803/file.aspx 
 

 

Best Instructional Practices 

Reader’s Workshop 
     Read Aloud 
     Shared Reading 
     Guided Reading 
     Away from Teacher Activities 
     Independent Reading 
     Word Study 
      
Writer’s Workshop 
     Write every day for a variety of purposes 
     Use of Mentor Text to teach craft and organization 
     Use of Formative Assessment to inform instruction 
 Activating Strategies 
Extended Thinking 
Summarizing 
Vocabulary in Context 
Advance Organizers 
Non-verbal Representation     
Integration of Webb’s Depth 
Integration of 21

st
 Century Skills  

Reading and writing across disciplines  
 Rigor and Relevance     

 

Resources 

Student Teacher 

 Leveled readers 

 StoryTown 

(Suggested Module/Unit) 

 The Café Book 

http://websites.pdesas.org/sblythmb/2013/10/20/526813/file.aspx
http://websites.pdesas.org/sblythmb/2013/10/20/526803/file.aspx
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2FActivating%20Strategies&
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2FExtended%20Thinking&
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2FSummarizing&
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Vocabulary/Marzano_Vocab.pdf
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2FAdvanced%20Organizers&
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2FNon%2Dverbal%20Representation&View=%7B284F0921%2DA088%2D46A9%2D944D%2DAC9D37920AD6%7D
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2FWebb%27s%20Depth&
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2F21st%20Century%20Skills&
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2FLiteracy%20Across%20Disciplines&
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2FRigor%20and%20Relevance&


 

 

 Word Banks 

 Teacher&Student created anchor chart 

 Is That a Fact? 

 Nonfiction Mentor Texts 

 (See Above Best Instructional Practices) 

 Sentence Frames 

 Checklist 

 Key Elements for First Grade Writing Rubric  
 

 

 
From:  Wiggins, Grant and J. Mc Tighe. (1998). Understanding by Design, Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development  
ISBN # 0-87120-313-8 (ppk) 


